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Inventory Investment and Rates of Change in Output
iSignificance of the Relation
It is a common theory that businessmen attempt to maintain their
inventories in a certain ratio to sales (or, in the case of manufac-
turers' raw materials and goods in process, in a certain ratioto
production). If this were true without qualification and if theat-
tempt were wholly successful, inventories would rise and fallsyn-
chronously with sales (or production) and inventory investment
would vary synchronously and proportionately with changesin
sales and production. This idea is the basis for thesimplest and
most mechanical application of the acceleration principleto in-
ventory investment (see Ch. i).
As we have seen in Part Two, however, inventories tendto lag
6-12 months behind sales and output. And Chapterishowed
that inventory investment tends to reach its peaks andtroughs at
approximately the peak and trough dates of businesscycles, which
are also the turning points of sales and output. This suggests that
inventory investment lags behind changes inoutput and sales. For
it is plausible that the rate of growth anddecline in a series of data
should reach its turning points before the datathemselves do. This,
however, is not inevitable. Outputmay grow most rapidly just be-
fore it begins to decline and declinemost rapidly just before it be-
gins to rise. The cyclical pattern of therates of change in output
and sales needs to be established.
If inventory investment doestend to lag behind the rates of
change in output and sales, this doesnot mean that businessmen
do not attempt to maintainan approximately constant relation
between sales and inventories,nor that the acceleration principle
is not part of a valid theory offluctuatious in inventory investment.
J. M. Clark, in his formulation of theacceleration principle, cx-INVENTORY INVESTMgNT ANt) CHANGE IN OUTPUT 349
pected a lag and allowcd for it. If inventory investment is found to
lag behind changes in output, we should try to establish the length
of the lag, consider its significance, and determine its causes.
The data presented in Sections 2 and 3, below, lead to the con-
clusion that the rate of increase in output is usually at a maximum
long before the peak in business, often before half the expansion
has run its coume. Similarly, the rate of decline in output is usually
at a maximum long before the trough in business. Occasionally
often in expansions, less often in contractionsthe rate of change
in output has picked up after the peak rate has been passed and
retardation in growth, or decline, has begun. But typically the later
peaks in the rate of growth or decline do not reach levels as high as
the earlier ones.
These intra-phase (i.e., intra-expansion or intra-contraction)
oscillations in the rate of change in output may themselves at
times be associated with similar intra-phase fluctuations in inven-
tory investment. It is quite possible, for example, that after an in-
itial rise in inventory investment at the beginning of an expansion,
there is a decline. This, in turn, causes the rate of growth in output
to fall. Later, inventory investment picks up again and causes a re-
newed spurt in output.1 Such intra-phase fluctuations in inventory
investment cannot be excluded, although they do not appear in the
annual data reviewed in Chapter i.What we can say confidently
on the basis of the annual data is that if there is more than one
peak in inventory investment during expansions, the highest comes
at the end of the phase. Similarly, the lowest of the troughs, if there
is more than one, comes at the end of contraction. Typically, there-
fore, there is a long interval between the highest rate of increase
in output and the highest level of inventory investment and be-
tween the highest rate of decline in output and the lowest level of
inventory investment. The lag of inventory investment behind the
1 An important fact that does not seem consistent with this notion is that in the
initial stages of expansion, inventory investment is still negative (inventories
continue to decline after output revives), though not as low as at the trough
in output. In addition, inventory.sales and inventory-output ratios are declin-
ing rapidly (Ch. 6). There seems little reason to expect a widespread attempt
at inventory liquidation in the first stages of expansion. Similarly, at the be-
ginning of contraction, inventory investment is still very highthough falling
and invcntory.salcs ratios are rising rapidly. There seems little reason to ex-
pect inventory accumulation to become larger.CRAPTER
rate of changc in output can be seen in anotherway. At the begin.
ning of expansions the rate of increasein output isusually very
high, but inventory investment is stillnegative. Incontractions the
reverse is true: the rate of decline in output isvery high, but inven-
tories are still increasing, thoughat a slower pace thanat the peak
in business.
The lag of inventory investmentaffects the characterof busjnes
cycles significantly, for if inventoryinvestment leapedpromptly at the beginning of businessexpansions and collapsedpromptly at the beginning of contractions,the changes in outputat these stages
would be even larger than thosewe observe. The changes ininven- tory investment would thenaugment the changes inoutput due to other causes. And if inventoryinvestment tendcdto fall off after
the peak rates of growthin output had beenreached__instead of rising to still higherlevelsthe peaks ofoutput and of business
cycles wouldoccur sooner than has beentrue in the cycles ofex- perience. The decline in inventoryinvestment would tendto bring on a decline in business at large,instead of sustaininga further in- crease. Similarly in contractions:if inventory investmentrose with the rate of declinein output after thelatter had reachedits lowest point, business wouldtend to recoversooner than it actually has. In other words, incomparison with a situationin which inventory
investment variedsynchronously with therate of change in Output, the lag of inventoryinvestment tendsto moderate thepace and extend the length ofexpansions andcontractioin.
This argument hasanticipated the resultsof our study ofrates of change inoutput, to whichwe now turn. Section2 is concerned with the cyclicalbehavior of therates of change inaggregate out- put and business activity.Sectionis a more detailedstudy of rates of change inmanufacturug production.
2Rates of Changein Total Output
We use four indexesin examiningthe behavior ofrates of change in total outputor business activity:Barger's quarterlyestimates of income and outlay'927-38, the seriesof bank clearingsoutside New York City'919-38, and the FRBindex of industrialproduc- tion 1919.38.Barger's estimatesare indexes of totaloutput in Cur- rent prices. The bankclearingsmeasure the volume of businessINVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 35'
transactions, also in current prices.2 The index ofindustrial pro-
duction measures the physical volume of production in miningand
manufacturing industries.
From the viewpoint of this study, each series suffersfrom certain
defects. Barger's series were derived by makingquarterly inter-
polations of Kuznets' well known annual estimates ofnational in-
come and output. In many sectors, however, the interpolatorsare
of dubious accuracy, and in some sections, Barger hadto resort to
formal mathematical graduations.8 The latter practiceis of special
significance for our problem since it necessarily producesa rounded
contour at the turning points of the original data. This, inturn,
makes for retardation in the rates of growthor decline of the series
in the inunediate neighborhood of their peaks andtroughs.
The bank clearings series has two significant defects.Although
it excludes New York clearings, it reflects financialas well as com-
mercial and industrial transactions. In addition, itrecords trans
actions, not at the time when the sales took place, butlater when
payments were actually made. The index of industrial production,
finally, is faulty in that it does not reflect activity in theextractive
industries (other than mining), or in distribution,services, or gov-
eminent. Despite these defects, the four indexes taken togethercon-
stitute a fairly satisfactory basis for judging changes intotal output,
if conclusions are confined to broad features oftheir behavior.
The quarter to quarter or month to month changes inthe series
are plotted in Chart 67. Five-month moving averages of the
changes in the monthly data are also shown in orderto help the
reader follow the trend of these choppy series. Asterisksat peaks
mark the dates during business cycle expansions when, inthe writ-
er's judgment, serious retardation in therate of change begins.
Asterisks at troughs mark similar dates in contractions.
2This series is available also in deflated form, but itsrate of change fluctuates
within so narrow a range that to separate cyclicalmovements from irregular
oscillation, is difficult. Whether this is due to imperfections inthe price in-
dexes used to adjust the series is not clear. As faras cyclical movements can
be identified, they do not differ substantially in timing fromthose in the
deflated data.
Including depreciation in both series, about 25 percent of outlay in1929 was
subject to graduation, about 40 percent of income. Priorto 1929 a somewhat
larger fraction of both series, but especially of income,was subject to gradu-
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The marked peaks and troughs in the rates ofgrowth invariably
lead the turning points of business cycles, usually bymany montis.
As already paid, in many expansions and insome contractions there
are one or more periods of accelerated change laterin the phase;
but seldom do these later peaksor troughs in the rate ofgrowth
reach such high (or low) pointsas those marked.
The reader should notice also that Ihave not marked thebe-
ginning of the first serious retardationduring theexpansjoof
1933-37 since that seemed to be associatedwith the speculaij
boom and decline of1933. Such intense speculativemoveme
were not typical of the period although, ofcourse, of great im-
portance in 1919-21. Had the episode been taken intoac-
count, the interval between the first importantpeak in the rate of
change and the peak in businesswould appear to be longer.The
intervals between the turningpoints of the rates ofgrowth or de-
cline and those of businesscycles are shown in Table64. While
there is some disagreementamong the four series in individual
cydes, the rate of change intotal output clearly tendsto begin to
retard a considerable number ofmonths before the end ofa phase. In expansionsof the4 series yield average leads of 13months or more. In Contractions, allseries showaverage leads longer than
Tiii64
Rates of Change in TotalOutput and BusinessActivity
Timing at Business CycleTurns, 1920-1038
Indus.
Banktrial Av. Nat. Nat. clear-produc-2 or4 Reference dateincomeoutlay ings tion series
LEAD A BUSINESS CYCLEi'r.xs (MONTHS) Jan.5920 na. n.a. 7.5 4.5 May1923 75 16.5 4.5 7.5 9.0 Oct.1926 24.5 21.5 15.5 22.5 21.0 June5929 8.5 11.5 &5 0.5 7.2 May1937 13.5 13.5 2.5 28.5 14.5 Av. 4 or5 cycles53.5i.8 6. 13.3
LEAD AT BUSINSCYCLE TROUGHS (MONTHS)
n.a. n.a. 8. 10.5 9.5 35 0.5 13.5 1.5 4.8 14.5 11.5 11.5 2.5 10.0 29.5 29.5 39.5 34.5 4.5 4.5 7.5 65 5.8 13.0 11.5 i6.i 52.1INVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANCE IN OUTPUT 355
12 months. In expansions at least two-thirds of all the comparisons
were leads longer than 7 months; one-hall were longer than i
months. In contractions the comparable figureswere 6 1and i
There is considerable variation among cycles in the length of
the leads. In tenns of the average for all series, the leads ranged
from 4.5 to 2! months in expansions, from 4.8 to months in
contractions. The variability, however, is far less pronounced when
the leads are expressed as percentages of the length of expansion
and contraction. The average leads are then all long, ranging be-
tween 29 and 78 percent of expansions and between33 and 69
percent of contractions. It seems valid to conclude that total out-
put and business activity tend to begin a period of serious retarda-
tion in growth or decline before the turning point in business. The
interval is usually many months before the end of the phase and is
always a considerable fraction of the phase.
3Rates of Change in Manufacturing Output
The rest of this chapter has the twofold objective of testing thecon-
clusions of the preceding section by studyingmany commodities
and establishing the cyclical patterns of the rates of change in
manufacturing. The latter aim is especially important because,as
will appear in Chapter i 6, the cyclical movements of investment in
stocks of goods in process can be gauged from those in the rate of
change in output.
OUTPUT SERIES SAMPLE
For the special purpose of gauging the changes in stocks of goods
in process from output data it would be desirableto construct in-
dexes in which series representing the output of individual indus-
tries or commodities are weighted according to the relative values
of the goods in process normally held to support suchoutput. Un-
fortunately no estimates of the value of goods inprocess by industry
or commodity I could now make would be sufficiently accurate to
justify the construction of specially weighted indexes. We must,
therefore, remain content with the standard indexes of output
weighted by value added in manufacturing. Tomeasure the out-
put of manufacturing as a whole and of the major industry groups
I used the standard FRB indexes, supplemented by indexescom-
piled by Y. S. Leong and by the Federal Reserve Bank of New356 CHAPTER FIFTEEN
York. The metals series was computed by the NationalBureau
from several appropriate FRB output indexes;measures for two
other industry groups, printing and transportation equipment,are
averages of measures of several Bureau series, the original datafor
which are mainly in physical units. For petroleumand rubber,
consumption series in physical units, compiled by theBureau, are
used.
To help overcome the difficulties thatmay arise from value.
added weights I compiled also measures of therates of change ina
large sample of individual production series, in number, dis-
tributed throughout the maingroups of manufacturing industries.
A study of the cyclical patterns ofnumerous individual series serves
a twofold purpose. It tests the consistency with which thepatterns
that appear to characterize the multi-industryaggregates are re-
peated in the individual indexes. And incidentallyit indicates
whether a change in the weighting schememight make a signifi-
cant difference in the behavior of theaggregates.
In selecting, from the National Bureau'smuch larger collection,
the series to be included in thesample of individual commodities
and industries, I was guided by severalcriteria. I sought, first, to
include series for the main kinds ofproduct or the main branches
of an industry ata level of detail immediately above thatrepre-
sented by the major industrygroups distinguished by the Federal
Reserve Board. For example, Iincluded series of cattle hideleather
production and of shoe productionto represent the main branches
of the leather and leatherproducts industry, butnot the produc-
tion of men's and women'sshoes separately. I includedan index
of the number of animalsslaughtered under federal inspectionto
represent activity in the meat packingbranch of the foods and
beverages industry, butnot series representing theslaughter of
cattle, hogs, or sheepseparately. I gave preference,secondly, to
series representing theactual output ofcommodities or the rate
of consumption of theraw materials from whichthey are made
and admitted series basedon manhours or employmentonly when reliable output figureswere unavailable. Finally,I included only
monthly or quarterly series,since annual dataare plainly too coarse to reveal the changingrates of growth and declinein output dur- ing business cycles.INVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 357
MEASURE OF THE RATE OF CHANGE
Because numerous commodities are studied, it was impractical to
compute month to month changes in output for this special pur-
pose and to study the cyclical patterns of these changes directly.
Instead, we use the National Bureau standard measure of the rate
of change per month from stage to stage of reference cycles. The
construction of this measure was described and illustrated in Chap-
ter.A short restatement may, nevertheless, be useful here.
First, the seasonally corrected data of a series are divided into
segments bounded by the successive troughs of business cycles as
identified by the monthly chronology of business cycle turning
points. The average level of the data within a given business (refer-
ence) cycle is calculated and the monthly values of the series con-
verted to percentages of this base. These percentages are called
'reference cycle relatives'. The average standing of the relatives is
then computed at each of the 9 stages into which each business
cycle is divided. Stage I covers the 3 months centered on the initial
trough, stage V, the 3 months centered on the peak, and stage IX,
the 3 months centered on the terminal trough. The averages at
stages II-IV are averages of data faffing within successive thirds
of the expansion; the averages at stages VI-Vill give the mean
standings of the data for periods representing successive thirds of
the contraction.
The rates of change in output from stage to stage of a business
cycle are calculated from these figures. The rate of change between
stages I and II is the difference in reference cycle relatives between
the average levels of output in these stages, divided by the nuin-
ber of months between the midpoint of stage I and of stage II. This
procedure applied to stages II and III yields the rate of change in
output per month between these stages, and so on. The end result
is a cyclical pattern of the rate of change in output per month from
stage to stage of a single reference cycle. These rates of change be-
tween stages are averaged for as many cycles as a series covers to
yield an average reference cycle pattern of the rate of change in
output.
It is important to inspect one feature to establish its relevance
to the present problem. Inventory investment consists of the abso-
lute change in stocks during a period. As far as investment is con-
e358
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nected with changes in output, the connectionis presumablywith
such changes measured in absoluteterms. We should notice,there.. fore, that the National Bureaumeasure of the rate of changeper month from stage to stage ofa cycle is, in fact, ameasure of the
absolute rate of change ina series. Within any individualcycle,
differences between the level ofa series at various stagesmeasured in reference cycle relativesare exactly proportionate to theabso- lute differences in the originaldata. Thus the rate ofchange in
reference cycle relatives validlydepicts the absoluterate of change.
In comparisons betweencycles, the transformationof the original
data into reference cyclerelatives is an advantage inthat the pat-
tern of change during cycles whenthe level of outputwas relatively high is not givenany more weight in ouraverages than the pat-
tern of change during cycleswhen the level ofoutput was relatively
low.
CYCLICAL PATTERNS IN THERATE OP CHANCE INMANUFACTUPJNG OUTPUT
The need to test theconsistency with which thepatterns in the av- erage behavior of multi-industryindexes are repeatedin the re- ported activity of individualindustries andcommodities as well
as in successive business cyclesmakes the presentationof the evi- dence awkward. It iscomplicated themore by the striking and sig-
nificant fact that, withrespect to the rate of changein output, contractions and expansionsare not .synlmetrical
To focus attentioncertain broadconclusions may be statedat the outset. First, duringthe early part ofcontractions manufactur- ing output tendsto decline at an increasingrate; it reaches a maxi- mum about the middle ofcontraction, then slackens.This simple, sine-curveljke pattern doesnot appear withoutexception. There are numerous defections,but it doesappear sufficiently often to justify its identificationas a tendency. Not onlythat: even when the balanced pictureof increase, thendecrease, in therate of de- cline in output doesnot appear, therate of decline inoutput almost always retardstoward the end ofcontraction In short, the maxi- mum rate of decline inoutput is reachedConsiderably before the trough of business cycles,and is generallyfalling in the latterpart of contractions
No such simpleobservations can bemade aboutexpansions. In-mYINTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 359
deed the most striking feature of the behavior of the rate of growth
of output during expansions isits variability. The pattern of
growth of total output has differed from cycle to cycle, and with-
in any given cycle it has varied markedly from industry to industry.
Business expansions are, in this respect, heterogeneous, and it will
require additional work to reveal the regularities that presumably
underlie the observed differences. Meanwhile, it is important to
remember that, since a large part of the dynamics of business ex-
pansionthe role of investment in inventories, among other things
depends upon the pattern of the rate of output growth, explan-
adorn of these phenomena must grapple with the fact that the pat-
tern shows little tendency to repeat itself. Our notions of how busi-
ness expansions cumulate, breed obstacles, and finally destroy
themselves must include several variants corresponding to the ways
in which the rate of change of output behaves.
As quite different generalizations seem appropriate to contrac-
tions and expansions it is convenient to review the evidence for
these phases separately. I shall begin with the more regular pat-
terns of contractions.
RATE OF DECLINE IN OUTPUT DURING BUSINESS CONTRACTIONS
As measured by the FRB index (Table 65 and Chart 68), the rate
of decline in total manufacturing production increases, reaches a
maximum between stages VI and VII, then falls. The pattern
characteristic of the total is repeated for durable and nondurable
manufactures except that the maximum rate of decline for dur-
ables appeared to come between stages VII and VIII instead of be-
tween VI and VII.
The FRB does not divide its series into producer and consumer
goods,4 but somewhat less satisfactory indexes have been calcu-
lated by Y. S. Leong and by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York. Since their coverage and methods of computation differ,
both are presented. The similarity of the measures they yield bol-
sters confidence in them. The two indexes of total output of pro-
ducer goods have patterns similar to that for all manufacturing,
4Consumcr goods consist of finished goods of types used principally by con-
sumers. Producer goods include finished goods used by business as well as all




General Indexes of Manufacturing Production: AveragePatterns of
Rates of Change per Month,5 Business Contractions, i9o-I938
again with the difference that the maximumrate of decline in
Leongs index comes betweenstages Vi and VII, that in the Bank's
index between stages VII and Viii Andthe Bank's index of dur-
abks repeats this pattern. The firstapparent departure is in the
Bank's index of producer nondurablegoods which attainsa maxi-
mum rate of decline between stages VI and VII,begins to fall
much more slowly, then picksup speed slightly toward the end of
the phase, between stages VIIIand IX.
A more serious departure fromthe regular pattern first discerned
in the total is found in the variousconsumer goods indexes. These
resemble the total and the othergroups in that the rate of decline
in output falls toward theend of the phase. Both Leong'sand the
Bank's indexes of totaloutput of consumer goods, however, place
the maximum rate of declinein the first part of contraction, fol-
lowed by more moderatedrops, then bya more rapid decline be-
fore the pace ofcontraction moderates at the end ofthe phase. The
Banlfs index ofconsumer nondurables behavessimilarly, but the
average pattern of its index ofconsumer durabtes more nearly re-
sembles that of totalmanufacturing output.
These averagepatterns suggest that themost general attribute of output duringcontractions is that itsrate of decline falls off to
ward the end of thephase. Somewhat lessstrong is a tendency for
PRODUCTION INDEXES
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The sources and character cf the indexesarc described in App. Ca.INVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANCE IN OUTPUT 361
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Chart 68
General Indexes of Manufacturing Production
Average Patterns of Rates of Change per Month from Stageto Stage
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the rate of decline to pick up speed in the first part of contraction
and to reach a maximum about the middle. This pattern appears
in all except the consumer goods segment and even there it is re-
peated, at least roughly, in the consumer durables category.
How consistently do these characteristics appear in measures
for smaller subdivisions of manufacturing and for individual
cycles? I begin with average patterns for i 4 industry groups. Table
66 lends strong support to the notion that output tends to decline
most rapidly about the middle of contraction and less rapidly to-
ward the end. In these average patterns the rate of decline is regu-
larly highest in either the interstage interval VI-Vil or Vil-Vill.
In only one group, petroleum products, is it at its maximum in the
last interstage interval of contraction; and only in leather and
leather products is there an indication that the pace of contraction
accelerates at the end of the phase alter having moderated earlier.
The impressive uniformity of these measures is not fully main-
tained by the calculations made on the sample of 57 series repre-
senting individual industries and commodities some of which begin
before 1919, the earliest ytsr covered by t!. industry indexes. Ac-







Fourteen Industry Groups: AveragePatterns of Rates ofChange per Month in Production during BusinessContracijor
AV. CHANGE PER MO. INREP, CYCLE
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Food, 1919-38 5 0.02 0.3 0.3 -f-.2 Textiles, 1919-38 5 3.O 3.4 0.I Leather, 1gIg..38 5 -1.5 3.I -ro.8-0.2 Paper& pulp, 1919-38 5 -0.7-2.5-o.8 +0.2 Printing, 1919-33 4 0.2 0.9 0.4 0.2 Rubber, 1924-38 3 -2.3 2.8 '9+0.6 Petroleum, '919-38 5 -4-0.9+0.4 0.2 0.3 Chemicals, 1924-38 3 ±0.1 1.1 -l.4 Q,5
Source: App. C. The industrialclassification used here and in Tablt72 follows that of the FRB. It showsdata separately forindustries which are usually combined with largergroups in the classification used elsewherein this study. The additional industrieshere distinguished are petroleum(otherwj,in- cluded in chemicals andathed products), furniture(lumber and wood prod- Ucts', printing Lpaper, printingand publishing, machineryand transporta. tion equipment (metalsand metal products
The series arc combinedindeices of the physicaloutput of commodities in each industry groupexcept that rubber and petroleumare Consumption series in phrica1 units. Therates of change for printingare a simple average of such measures for bookpaper production and newsprintpaper coxisumptioo. The rates of chanEt fortransportation equipment area weighted avenge of the rates of change forseries representing theoutput or shipment, of inns- Poft.Thon ecuipment iteins.
Table 68 shohow many and whatpercentage of the series had rates of change which,on the average. rce, fell,or remained con-
stant between the irncrstageintervals of contraction,The rate of change is saidto rise if. when the seriesis rising, its rate of riseac- celerates or. when theseries is falling, itsrate of decline retards or the series beginsto rise. Its rate of changeis said to fall if.'i hen the series is rising, itsrate of rise retards. itreverses direction or, when the series is falling,its rate of declineaccelerates. Table 68suggests that the only solidcende.nc of manufacturing output duringcontraction is for itsrate of decline to retard be- nseen stages VIII andIX, the lastinterstage interval ofthe phase. The averagerates of declinerose and fell in aboutthe same numjxvvToRY INVESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 363
her of series between stages VI and VII as between V and VI. And
the same is true when one compares the rates of decline between
stages VII and VIII with those betweenVI and VII. Between
stages VIII and IX, however, the number of serieswith rates of
decline lower than between stages Vii and VIII exceeded those
with higher rates more than 2 to i. Thus an unweighted count of
the 57 output series suggests that the rate of decline in total manu-
facturing remains approximately constant until near the end of
contraction, then retards. The series in the important metal and
metal products group do tend to decline most rapidly around the
middle of contraction and their amplitude of fluctuation is wider
than that of series in the other groups.5
But this is not the whole story. The average rates ofdecline in
23 seriesslightly over 40 percentof the totalconform to a sine-
curvelike pattern, accelerating in the first part of contraction,then
retarding (Table 67). Though the sine-curve pattern does not
characterize a majority of the series, it is the most common type.
Seventeen other series declined most rapidly in thefirst interstage
interval of contraction, V-VI, less rapidly thereafter. The average
rates of decline in 40 of the 57 series,about 70 percent, reached
maxima well before the trough of business, that is,between stages
VII and VIII or earlier.
These results are based upon averages covering all thebusiness
cycles over which each individual series extends.Additional infor-
mation may be had by considering measures forindividual cycles.
Measures made on the index of total output(Table 69 and Chart
69) show that the average pattern, in whichthe rate of decline
first increases, then decreases, appears clearlyin only two of the five
individual cycles: the first and last contractionsof the period, the
violent downswings of 1920-2! and 1937-38. Inthe 1926-27 con-
traction the maximum rate of decline also cameabout the middle
of the phasebetween stages VII andVIIIbut between stages
VI and VII output increased. During the greatdepression of 1929-
32 the rate of declinereached a maximum early, then fell at an
5These facts are especially relevant to theanalysis of goods in process in
Chapter 6. The share of the metals and metalproducts industries as holders
of goods in process is larger than their relativecontribution to value added in
manufacturing.364
TABLE 6
Fifty-seven Production Series: Average Patternsof Rates ofChange
per Month during Business Contractions
FOOD, BEVERAGES AND TOBACCO
Animals slaughtered, 1908-38 8-0.3+0.3 l.2+0.5 Milk used in factory prod.,
'919-38 5+0.1+0.3+04+19 Wheat flour, 1914-24, 1924-38 6-0.9 0 +o.8+2.7 Sugar meltir.gs, 1891-21,










AR. CHANGE FIR MO. IN 'Li.
NO. OF CYCLE UIT1%ZS UTWEINITAGU
CONTE.V.V1 VI-%'ItVu-Vu! VUr-IX
6-i.8±1.0+i.
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PRODLICTs
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LE.'THER hD LEATHER PRODUCTS
Cattle hide & kip leather,
1921-38 4 2.2 2.0- 1.2 0.4 Shoes, '924-38
3 "i.8-2.4+1.2+0.3
RUBBER AND RELATED PRODUCTS
Auto. innrtubcs, 1921.38 4-6.-o.8 2.2+o.8 Auto, pneumatic casings,
1921-38 4 6.2-0.4-2.0+0.05
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
Douplas fir lumber,1919_33 4 - I 4 1.2-0.4 Southern pine lumber, 1919-38 - ,,- o--o.i-o. Oak flooring, 1912-38
7 -4.1-13+2.8+1.4 Furniture, 1924-38
3--i.6 3 2-2.7 -O.9
!PER PRINTING ANDPUBLISHING
Fine paper, '9'9-, 1933-38 5-09 2.5-1.0+o.6 %rapping paper, 1924-38
3-o6 4.4 0.4 1.1 Newsprint shipments,1919-38 5 0-o.-2.4+0.3 Book paper, 1919-33
4+o.i- -o.8-0.5 Paper boxes, factoryernp.,
19!9.38
5±0.04-0.9 L1-'0.4 Newsprintconswnption191938 5 05-0.3-0.5-0.2INVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANCE IN OUTPUT
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Unless otherwise specified, each series represents thephysical output of a com-
modity or is an index of the physical output of a groupof commodities. Full
titles and brief descriptions of the sources and characterof these series are
given in App. G.
S
AV. CHANGE PER MO. IN 511.
NOO1 CYCLE RELATIVES $1TW7!N RAGES
UINTLV.VIVI-VIlVu-Vu! Vill-IX
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
Chemical produces
Ethyl alcohol, 1921-38 4-3.3+1.1-2.1-1.5
Fertilizer COnsumptIOn, 1924-38 3 2.5-1.7+1.1-o.6
Inedible tallow, 1919-38 5-0.4+0.7+1.4+0.3
Explosives shpmcnts, 1921-38 4 3.5-1.3-1.4-0.5
Linseed oil, 1919-38 5 4.5 3.5+0.5 3.O
Refined cottonseed oil, ig ig-8 S+ 1.3+1.7+i.8 2.5
Petroleum products
Gasoline, 1919-38 5+i.6+o.8+0.2-0.02
Lubricants, 19 19-38 5+0.1+0.1-i.6-1.4
STONE, CLAY AND GLASS PRODUCTS
Portland cement, 1912-38 7-1.5+0.1+0.1 1.0
Polished plate glass, 1924-38 3 3.8 3.8-9.0+0.7
Face brick, 1919-24, 1924-33 4 I.5 3.3 0.4+0.2
Prepared roofing shipments,
1919-27, 1927-33, 1933-38 5 4.5+0.9+o.8+0.2
Asphalt, 1919-38 5+ +0.3 0.7+2.3
METALS AND METAL PRODUCTS
Metals
Pig iron, 1879-1938 i6-o.6-3.8 3.5 1.6
Steel ingotz, 1900-38 10-0.9 4.6- 1.7
Refined copper, N. & S. Am.,
1919-38 5-o.6-o.6-29-1.9
Steel sheets, 1919-33, 1933-38 5-4.7-4.8 5.2+1.4
Lead ore shipments,
1897.1924, 1924-38 II-3.5-1.4-1.2+1.9
Slab zinc, 1921-38 4-1.9-1.5-i.8 1.7
Tin & terne plate,
1924-33, 1933-38 3 + 1.5-3.9 5.7-1.2
Enameled sanitary ware ship.,
1919-27 3-o.6+2.0-o.6-0.7
Transportation equipment
Passenger auto., 1914-38 6-6.3 0.4-i.6-0.03
Trucks, 1914-38 6 -2.9 -i.8




Freight car shipments, 1919-38 5+0.7-6.7 16.0-1.7
R.R. passenger car. ship., 19 19-38












Machine tool, 192 7-33 I-6.g-6.2-2.1-1.4
Industrial pumps, 1919-33 4+0.02 2.7-3.6 3.2
Woodworking mach., 1919.38 4.7-4.0-3.9 2.7366
ever slower pace. All these four contractions share the singlechar.
acteristic that the decline in output began to fall offsome time be-
fore the last part of thc phase, betweet stages VIIand VIIIor
earlier. Only in the mild contraction of1923-24did outputdecline
most rapidly between stages VIII and IX, the lastpart of the
phase.
TABLE 68
Fifty-seven Production Series: Direction of Movementof Average
Rates of Change per Month between InterstageIntervals
of Business Contractions
CHAPTER FIFTEEN
By and large themeasures made on the industry groups and in-
dividual industries confirm theseresults (Table 70). At the begin-
ning of all three majorcontractions of the period (1920-2!,1929-
32, and1937-38),a majority of the industry groups declinedat
an accelerating rate and at the enda majority fell at a ditnin-
ishing rate. In the two minorcontractions of the mid-'twenties the
reverse was true. In one, however, theindicated acceleration of
the pace of the declineat the end of the phase is fairly weak. Asin
the measures of totaloutput, in the1923-24contraction alone is
there a clear indicationthat output was fallingat an accelerating
pace during the last part of the phase.
I conclude from thesenumerous observations that therate of
decline in output tendsmarkedly to diminish wellbefore the end of
cyclical contractions. Ittends to accelerate inthe early part of con-
tractions, but this tendencyis weaker and itsvalidity less assured.
6 This agrees withthe showing of theaggregate indexes in Section2.The in- terval between the upturn inthe rate of change of thtseindexes and the bust. ness cycle trough in July1924 was shorter thanat other troughs of business.
Interstage IntervalsRisingConstantFalling
NUMBER
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TABLE 6g
Federal Reserve Board Index of Manufacturing Production
Patterns of Rates of Change per Month,Business Contractions
1920-1938











Oct. 1926- Dec. 1927o.6
June 1929-MarCh 1933 2.I
May 1937-May 1938-i.i
Chort 69
Federal Reserve Board ndex of MorifacturLng ProductIon












































V- VI. VU- VIII-
VI VU VIII IX
RATE OF GROWTH IN OUTPUT DURING BUSINESS EXPANSIONS
To define the tendencies of the rate of change in output during ex-
pansions is far more difficult. The average patterns of thegeneral
indexes of production do indeed suggest some interesting conclu-
sions. But these are supported only in part by the average behavior
of the subgroups or of the aggregate in individual cycles.





Manufacturing Production: Direction ofMovement of Ratesof Change per Month between Interstagc Intervals,
5 Busjnesq
Contractions, 1920-1938
NO. OP SERIES WITR INDICATED
MO'EMENT
BETWEEN INTEI&STAGE INTERVALS
V-VI to VI-VH toVil-vilt to VI-Vil vI-VIii Vui.ix BUSiNEsS
CONTRACTION +0 +o-+0-
P0URTEEN INDUSTRY GROUPINDEXES 1/1920 9/1921 2 8 6 4 8 2 5/1923 6/1924 7 3 5 5 2 8 '0/1926-12/1927 10 4 5 9 6 8 6/1929- 3/1933 5 9 9 14 13 5/1937 5/1938 '3 9 4 ' 2
FIFTY-SEVEN PRODUCTION SERIES 1/1920 9/1921 19 21 21 19 29 5/1923 6/19-24 3 '3 2i 26 i6 lO/1926_12/,92740 15 22330 28 126 6/1929 3/1933 29324 31 223 47 I8 5/1937 5/1938 15 36 32 193' 20
expansions (Table7' and Chart 70) is an interestingcontrast to its pattern duringcontractions. Thc rate of growthis at first rela- tively rapid, thenretards, and picksup speed again as the phase
draws to a close. Thisbehavior, however, hasnot been generally
characteristic of manufacturingoutput. While the patternmarked out by the index of totaloutput is repeated by theindex of durable goods, it is not sharedby the index ofnondurables. The latter, like the total, first falls,then rises, but therate of growth of nondurable
output is lower towardthe end ofexpansion, that is, between stages IV and V, thanbetween stages IIIand IV.
The true dichotomy,however, isapparently not one between durabjes and nondurables,but rather betweenproducer and con- sumer goods. Whetherwe look at Leong's indexor the Federal Re- serve Bank's, theoutput of producer anddurable goodsseems to act similarly, risingtoward the end ofexpansion. The rate of growth ofconsumer goods is like thatof nondurablesdeclining to- ward the end of thephase. So muchis only to beexpected from the degree to whichthese classifIcatjopoverlap. With the FederalRe- serve Bank indexes (Table71) we can bemore discriminating, for they divide bothproducer andconsumer goods into durablesINVENTORY IN VESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 369
TABLE 72
General Indexes of Manufacturing Production: Average Patterns
of Rates of Change per Month, 5 Business Expansions, 1919.1937
Chort 70
General Indexes of Manufacturing Production
Average Patterns of Rates of Change per Month fromStage to Stage
of S Business Expansions, 1919-1937
0'
II





















and nondurables. Producer goods, whetherdurable or nondurable,
grew more rapidly in the lastinterstage interval of expansion than
in the third interval. Consumer goods,durable and nondurable,
on the contrary, grew lessrapidly in the last interval than in the
third.
PRODUCTION INDEXES
AV. CHANGE PER MO. IN REF. CYCLE
RELATIVES BETWEEN STAOES
1.11lI-IllIH-IVIV-V
Total mfg., FRB +2.2+i.6 +0.9 +1.8
Durables, FRB +2.6 +2.5 +0.9 +2.9
Nondurables, FRB +i.8 +0.9 +1.1 +0.9
Producer goods, Leong +2.8 +2.1 +0.7+i.6
Producer goods, FRB of N.Y.+2.3 +1.4 +0.4 +1.4
Durable, FRB of N.Y. +2.5 +2.5 +0.7 +2.1
Nondurable, FRB of N.Y.±2.4 +0.4 +0.1 +0.7
Consumer goods, Leong +1.5 ±1.0 +1.9 +0.1
Consumer goods, FRB of N.Y.+1.0 +0.9 +I.2 -0.5
Durable, FRB of N.Y. +3.5 +3.9 +2.7 --1.7






















The tendency, if there is one, for the pace of output toaccelerate
toward the end of expansion is confined to producer goods.Pro.
ducer goods, however, do not cover merely items of finishedequip.
mcnt to be sold to business. They include also goods requiring
further fabrication whatever their ultimate destination.They
therefore cover a much larger volume of commodities thando con.
sumer goods which are limited to commodities ready for sale to ui.
timate consumers.
One final aspect of Table 7' deserves notice. Whatever thedif-
ferences among the various categories of manufacturingwith re-
spect to the rate of increase in output at the end ofexpansion,
there is virtually unanimous agreement aboutevents during the
first half of the phase. As far as theseaverages may be trusted, it
appears to have been characteristic of manufacturing that the
rate of expansion, after starting at a relatively rapidpace between
stages I and II, retarded between stages II and Ill. Thisis the
showing of the total and of all the component indexesexcept two.
The rate of growth of the Federal Reserve Bank indexof producer
durables does not change between these two intervals;its index
of consumer durables rises.
TABLE 72
Fourteen Industry Groups: Average Patternsof Rates of Change
per Month in Production during Business Expansions
AV. QIAKGE 171 1(0. lB 771, CTQZ
70. IlLAflVEg IrTWUzf STAG!!
lIP. 1.11 11-Illlu-tv mv-v
DURABLE GOODS INDuSTRIES
Lumber, 1919-38 +i.6+o.8+1.i+o.8 Furniture, 1924-38 3 +o.8+1.1+7.2+1.5 Stone, clay& glass, 1919-38 5 +2.0+2.3+0.5+2.2 Metals, 1919-24, 1924-38 5 +3.6+3.0+o.6+4.! Transp. equipment, 1919-38 5 +0.8+4.8+2.3+1.9 Machinery, 1924-38 3 + 1.9+ i.6+2.1+2.1
NONDURABLE GOODs INDUSTRIES
Food, 1919-38 5 +o.i+0.3+0,7+0.5 Textiles, 1919-38 5 +2.6+o,6+1.5+0.9 Leather, 1919-38 5 +0.9+0.3+0.7+1.0 Paper& pulp, 1919-38 +2.2+1.2+1.3+,.6 Printing, +1.7+1.0+0.9+1.5 Rubber, 1924-38 3 +3.1+2.0+0.2 0.1 Petroleum, 1919-38 5 +1.2+1.0+0.9+o.8 Chemical,, 1924-38 3 +1.0+ 1.0+ 1.0+ I.!
See Table 66, note,.INVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 371
How consistent are these behavior traits in series representing
industry groups and individual commodities (Table 72)? Thei
industry groups cannot be divided betweenconsumer and pro-
ducer goods, but the industries have been grouped accordingto
the durability of their products. The tendencies that appeared in
the general indexes are no longer visible. Half the durable goods
industries grow at a higher rate between stages II and III than
between stages I and II; half at a lower rate. Virtually thesame
even division appears in later intervals. The latter point is true also
for the nondurable goods industries, but in this category most in-
dustries advanced less rapidly in the second interval than in the
fhst.7
This apparently constant rate of growth of aggregate manufac-
turing output during expansions is belied by the measures for indi-
vidual industries and commodities. These suggest again that the
aggregate conceals differences in its components. The average
cycle measures in Tables 73 and 74 are strikingly similar to there-
sults suggested by the general indexes (Table 7t) in certain inter-
esting and important respects.8 The average rates of growth ofa
considerable majority of the 57 series declined from interstage in-
terval I-Il to Il-Ill. Again the sole exception wasconsumer dur-
ables. Another striking similarity is the apparent change between
the third and last intervals of expansion. Again the rate of growth
of the output of producer goods apparently rose toward the end of
expansion and that of consumer goods declined.
If these observations were true for all cycles, they would be of
great significance. But cycle by cycle examination confirms the
suggestions of the averages oniy in part. I confine the presentation
character of the durable goods index in Table 71 seems to have been
detennined chiefly by the weight assigned to the metals group; the character
of the nondurable goods index is attributable to the weights assigned to the
foods and textiles groups.
some respects the two bodies of data yield different results. For example,
the rate of growth of the index of all manufacturing was lower between stages
III and IV than between II and III; the growth of the Reserve Bank index of
producer goods was also slower, but that of the Bank index of consumer goods
was higher. A small majority of all 57 series, on the contrary, rose at a more
rapid rate between stages HI and IV, most of the producer goods rose at a





Fifty-seven Production Series: Average Patterns of Rates of Change
per Month during Business Expansions
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS
Cattle hide & kip leather, 1921-38 4PN+ 1.8-0.2 + 0.2+
Shoes, 1924-38 3CN+1.2 0+0.4+1.1
RUBBER AND RELATED PRODUCTS
Auto. inner tubes, 1921-38
Auto. pneumatic casings,
192 1-38
Douglas fir lumber 19 19-33
Southern pine lumter, 19 19-38
Oak flooring, 19 12-38
Furniture, 1924-38
PAPER, PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
Fine paper, 1919-33, 1933-38 5CN+3.4+2.2+0.9+0.5
Wrapping paper, 1924-38 3PN+ i.8+o.5+0.7+1.!
Newsprint shipments, 1919-38 5PN+ i.z+ 1.5+0.9+0.5
Book paper, 1919-33 4PN+2.2+1.0 +1.2+2.8









Refined cottonseed oil, 1919-38
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS












AV. CHANGE PEk MO. IN UP. cyo
NO. OF TYPE OP SELATI YES flElWEf.5
w. I-flIl-litiU-1V 1V.V
(0 (s)(s) (4) (5) (6) (.)
FOOD1 BEVERAGES AND TOBACCO
Animals slaughtered, I908-38 8CN+o.6-o.6+0.7-0.2
Milk used in factory prod.,
1919-38 5CN-0.3+0.3+0.2-0.4
Wheat flour, 1914-24, 1924-38 6CN-2.3+o.8+0.2+0.!
Sugarmeltings, 1891-21,1921-3813CN 0.1+o.i+o.2-0.l
Shortening, 1924-38 CN+2.7+ i.8 0.I
Tob. consumption in cigarettes,
1914-38 6CN-0.3+2.5+3.2+0.3
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PRODUCTS
Cotton consumptiOn, 1914-38 6PN+1.7+0.4 +1.5+0.9
Wool consumption, 1919-38 5PN+5.2 0.7+1.9+2.2
Raw silk deliveries, 1921-38 4PN+0.2+1.2+0.5 +04
Rayon deliveries, 1924-38 3PN±z.8+0.9+1.2+2.8
Fabrics, factory emp., 1919-38 5PN+i.6+0.4 +0.5+0.7


















METALS AND METAL PRODUCTS
Metals
Pig iron, 5879-1938 i6PD+3.8
Steel ingot, 1900-38 10PD+4.2
Refined copper, N. & S. Am.,
1959-38 PD+0.3
Steel Sheets, 19 19-33, 1933-38 5PD+4.6
Lead ore shipments, 1897-1924,
1924-38 iiPD+1.3
Slab zinc, 1921-38 4PD+2.2
Tin & terne plate, 1924-33,
1933-38 PD+3.5


























Passenger automobiles, 1914-38 6CD+3.7+4.1+3.2-0.7
Trucla, 5954-38 6PD+2.9+3.8+3.9 +6.8
Auto. parts & accessories ship.,
1927-38 2CD+3.2+3.4+o.8+0.1
Vessels under construction,
3959-38 5PD 12.6-2.8+0.4 +3.0
Freight car shipments, 2919-38 5PD-i.z +a8.o -13.7+0.1
R.R. passenger car. ship., 1919-385PD -11.5+3.9 +6.7
R.R. locomotive ship., 1919-38 5PD 8.3 3.3+1.9
Machinery shipment:, vats.
Machine tool, 1927-33 iPD+4.7+4.2+8.o +2.7
Industrial pumps, 1919-33 PD+2.3+2.0 +4.0 +3.7
Woodworking mach., 1919-38 5PD+4.1+2.8 +2.9 +2.4
Sec Table 67, note.
* The symbols in col. 3 indicate the classification of the industry orcommodity
according to durability and user, the basis for the calculations of Table 74, as
follows:
Cl) Consumer durables PD Producer durables
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TABLE73 (Concl.)
AV. CHANCE PU NO. IN PIT. CYCLE
No.OF TYPE OF RT.LATIVES IETWLEN STAGU
P.coosn'I-It 11.11111I-IVIV.V
(1) (s)()()() (6)()CHAPTER FIFTEEN
TABLE 74
Fifty-seven Production Series Classified by User and Durabjli
Direction of Movement of Average Rates of Changeper Month
between Interstage Intervals of Business Expansions
DIRECTION OP MOVEMENT BETWEEN
INTERSTAGE INTERVALS
of data to the general indexesand individual commodities grouped
into producer andconsumer goods categories. Chart 71 depicts
the patterns of therate of growth of total manufacturingoutput,
as measured by the FRB index, and ofthe output of producer and
consumer goods, as measured by Leong'sindexes.9 Table75 shows,
cycle by cycle, the numberand percentage of all individualcom-
modity series whoserate of growth risesor falls between interstage
intervals. This informationis furnished for all theseries for which
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7 Nondurable i 16 14 3 9i
Total durable II 1 15 15sto
Total nondurable 5 25 20 10 10I
All series 41 31 125 25399
PERCENTAGE OF SERIES






































Total durable 41 59 41455 56 737
Total nondurablei7 8 67 33 33364
AU series 28 72 54 244 44551
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data are available in a given cycle and for these seriesgrouped into
producer and consumer goods categories.
Within the consumer goods group, certaintendencies may be
identified, at least tentatively. Accordingto the measures made from
Leong's index (Chart 71), the advance in thefirst part of expan-
ctart 71
General Indexes of Manufactui-ing Production
Patterns of Rates of Change per Month from Stageto Stage
of 5 Business Expansions376 CHAPTER PlrrEg
sion was relatively rapid in 4 out of 5 cycles. In the second inter.
stage interval, the pace moderatedagain in 4 out of5 cycles. In
the third interval, the advance quickened, then slackeneddecisively
in the fourth. The summary of the movements of individualseries
(Table 75) confirms the behavior of the index, at leastas far as the
deceleration at the end of the phase is concerned. And itdoes not
contradict the behavior of the index in earlier intervals.'°
T.4rn2 75
Fifty-seven Production Series Classified by User
Direction of Movement of Rates of Change per Month
between Interstage Intervals,5 Business Expansions, 1919.x937
DIRECTION OP MOVEMENT BETWEEN
INTERSTAOE INTERVALS
I-Il to 11.111 to III.IV0
BUSINESS 11111 III-IV iv-v
EXPANSION +0- +0- +0
NUMBER OF SERIPS
Consumer goods
4/1919 1/1920 5 6 6 2 9 9/1921 5/1923 10 3 6i 6 3 i 7/1924-10/1926 52 9 4 1 11 8 12/1927 6/1929 9i 6 7 9 6 i g 3/1933 5/1937 4 12 52 4 5 I 10
Producer goods
4/1919 1/1920 14 I 14 12 17 19 2 8 9/1921 5/1923 19 15 2! I 12 II I22 7/1924-10/1926 8 31 i6 20 20 1i8 12/1927 6/1929 24 1 15 25 15 15 124 3/1933 5/i 4 31 28 7 20 15
PRRCFNTARI,
Consumer goods -
4/1919-. 1/1920 45 82 9/1925 5/1923 77 46846 23869 7/1924-10/1926 311257 2566g oig 31 12/1927 6/1929 56638 44 56 38656 3/5933 5/1937 25 75 75 25 3i663
Producer goods
4/1919- 1/1920 49348 41 59 65 7 9/1921 5/1923 56 44 6a 35 32365 7/1924-10/1926 21 79 418 j 5 346 12/1927 6/1929 6o 38 62 38 3826o 3/1933 5/1937 11 8 8o 20 57 43
10 A majority of theseries grow less rapidly in the interval11-111 than in the
interval I-il in 3 out of 5 cycles. Amajority grow more rapidly in the interval
1114',' than in the interval TI-Il! in2 Out ofcycles, and the series are evenly
divided in one more cycle.
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There is little regularity, however, in the rate of growth ofpro-
ducer goods industries from one cycle to the next. Accordingto
Leong's index, the pace was faster in the interval Il-Illthan in
the interval I-I! in three cycles, slower in two. Between intervals
Il-Ill and IH-IV it was constant in two cycles, almost unchanged
in a third, faster in a fourth, and slower in a fifth. Between inter-
vals III-IV and IV-V it accelerated in two cycles, declined intwo,
and remained almost constant in a fifth. Summaries of themove-
ments of individual series indicate similar irregularity. With the
exception of one cycle in Leong's data, however, thereis evidence
of a decisive retardation in growth in some interval beforeexpan-
sion ends. In this respect the measures madeon manufacturing
output confirm those made on the indexes of aggregate output.
As explained above, the producer goods category, whichcovers
the output not only of finished capital goods but also of unfinished
goods destined to be used by both business andconsumers, is much
more important than the consumer goods category. Asa result,
aggregate manufacturing output followed the varying pattern of
producer goods production rather than the relatively stablepat-
tern of consumer goods production.
CONCLUSION
For the readers' convenience, I shall here state categorically the
chief conclusions to which I think the measures examined above
lead.
i) During contractions manufacturing production tendsto de-
cline at its most rapid rate well before the trough of business is
reached. There is some indication that it tends to reach its maxi-
mum rate about the middle of the phase, but it has sometimes
achieved its maximum near the very beginning. Inany event, the
rate of decline has usually been decelerating near the trough of
business. These observations are consistent with the general trend
of the data, but many industries have not acted in thisway in
every cycle observed, and in one cycle the rule did not hold at all.
2) During expansions the rate of growth inconsumer goods pro-
duction appears to have shared one important characteristic of all
manufacturing output in contraction: the maximum rate hasusu-
ally occurred well before the peak of business. But while the rate
of growth in this category has typically been much lowernear the378
-
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end of expansion than earlier, no dear ruleemerges about the
stage when it tends to be at a maximum.
The pattern of the rate of growth of producergoods has been
highly variable from cycle to cycle. Therate of growthnear the
end of expansion has sometimes been relativelyhigh, sometj
relatively low. The same may be said for theearlier stages ofex-
pansion, except the first when it has usually beenfairly high. Al-
most always, however, a period of seriousretardation has been
experienced before the end of expansion.
The behavior of producer goods hasgenerally overshadowed
that of consumer goods, and therate of growth of totalrnanufac.
turing output during expansions hasusually been dominatedby
the irregular behavior of therate of growth of producergoods out-
put.
These detailed characteristicsof the pattern of therate of change
in manufacturing productionare significant for the analysis of in.
vestment in goods inproce&s set forth in the next chapter. Herewe
revert to the broad finding confirmedby the indexes of bothaggre-
gate output and manufacturingproduction. The rate ofgrowth in
output reaches a high pointconsiderably before the endof ex-
pansion, a troughconsiderably before the end ofcontraction. The
turning points occur sometimesat the very beginning ofa phase,
often during its firsthalf. A period ofretarded change follows,
which may last throughoutthe remainder ofa phase or, especially
in expansions,may be succeeded bya period of accelerated move-
ment. In the lattercase, the succeeding peaks inthe rate of change in outputare usually lower than the initialpeak, and the same with the troughs.
The movements ofinventory investmentare quite different. The
rate of accumulation ofinventories is typicallylowusually nega- tive_at the beginningof expansion. Andwhatever oscillations it may experience duringthe course of thephaseannual data do not give any indicationof serious intra-phasefluctuations-_it nor- mally reaches itspeak near the peak ofthe business cycle. Simi- larly incontractions: the phaseopens with inventories stillgrow- ing; liquidationbegins graduallyand is normallymost rapid near the trough of thebusiness cycle.INVENTORY INVESTMENT AND CHANGE IN OUTPUT 379
The significance of this behavior has already been described.
The lag of inventory investment behind the rate of change inout-
put acts to moderate the pace and extend the duration of expan-
sions and contractions. We must now try to understand thecauses
of the lag. The next four chapters attempt to providean explana-
tion as far as manufacturers' inventories are concerned. As in Part
Two we find that there are significant differences between the be-
havior of investment in goods in proce&s, raw materials, and fin-
ished goods. An explanation of the behavior of total inventory in-
vestment by manufacturers must be sought in the forces thatcon-
trol investment in the several categories.